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ABSTRACT

A Bayesian latent variable model with classification and regression tree approach is built to overcome three challenges encountered by a bank in credit-granting process. These three challenges include (1) the bank wants to predict the future performance of an applicant accurately; (2) given current information about cardholders’ credit usage and repayment behavior, financial institutions would like to determine the optimal credit limit and APR for an applicant; and (3) the bank would like to improve its efficiency by automating the process of credit-granting decisions. Data from a leading bank in Taiwan is used to illustrate the combined approach. The data set consists of each credit card holder’s credit usage and repayment data, demographic information, and credit report. Empirical study shows that the demographic variables used in most credit scoring models have little explanatory ability with regard to a cardholder’s credit usage and repayment behavior. A cardholder’s credit history provides the most important information in credit scoring. The continuous latent customer quality from the Bayesian latent variable model allows considerable latitude for producing finer rules for credit granting decisions. Compared to the performance of discriminant analysis, logistic regression, neural network, multivariate adaptive regression splines (MARS) and support vector machine (SVM), the proposed model has a 92.9% accuracy rate in predicting customer types, is less impacted by prior probabilities, and has a significantly low Type I errors in comparison with the other five approaches.

1. Introduction

Evaluating a customer’s credit risk is crucial for financial institutions due to the high risks associated with inappropriate credit-granting decisions. It becomes an even more important task today after the recent financial crisis involving subprime loans. Three challenges are encountered by the bank while making credit-granting decisions. First, the bank would like to predict the future performance of an applicant accurately. Second, given information about current cardholders’ credit usage and repayment behavior, financial institutions would like to determine the optimal level of product attributes, such as credit limit and annual percentage rate, for an applicant. Third, the bank would like to improve its efficiency by automating credit-granting decisions.

Financial institutions try to solve these three challenges by making heavy use of predictive scoring models. Depending on a financial institution’s target activities and available customer information, the scoring models can be classified into credit scoring models or behavioral scoring models. A credit scoring model aims to make decisions about whether to grant new customers a particular financial product (e.g., credit), whereas a behavioral scoring model is designed to evaluate the credit of existing customers, i.e., how reliably customers keep up to date with payments.

Scoring models usually produce a binary credit rating which classifies customers into two groups (such as ‘good/bad’; 1/0) according to classification rules and a set of explanatory variables. However, the choice of classification rules and explanatory variables is ad hoc and usually relies on managers’ know-how and experience. Many statistical methods (e.g. logistic regression model; discriminant analysis) and artificial intelligence approaches (e.g. neural networks and rule-based approaches) have been used to construct scoring or fraud detection models [7,23,18,25,17,26]. These approaches have good credit or behavior scoring capabilities, but they are criticized for their black-box extraction of data feature vectors [19].

The objective of this paper is to provide a combined model that can overcome all three of these challenges involved in credit-granting decisions in the financial industry and that can overcome the drawbacks of traditional scoring approaches. It is called a “combined” model because the model we proposed is not only to
apply methods in sequence but also to establish the linkage between the credit scoring model and the behavior scoring model. It allows us to study the decision of credit granting given both credit terms (APR and etc.) and credit usage behavior.

The idea of integrating multiple approaches is not new in literature. For example, Chen [4] integrated feature selection and CPDA-based rough set approach to classify Asian banks’ credit rating. The combined approach proposed in this paper consists of two steps. First, given customer types (e.g., good or bad) determined by credit analysts in a bank, a hierarchical Bayes model is developed to estimate heterogeneous customer quality scores. A cardholder’s quality score is a continuous latent variable which summarizes this cardholder’s repayment decisions and credit usage behaviors. Then, given posterior estimates of quality value and customers’ credit reports as well as demographic information, we use the Classification and Regression Tree (CART) algorithm to deduce decision rules that can be used to determine whether to grant an applicant credit, and to determine the optimal levels of product attributes, such as credit limits and annual percentage rate.

Data provided by a bank in Taiwan is used to illustrate the combined approach proposed in this paper. This data set consists of each credit card holder’s credit usage and repayment data, demographic information, and credit report. The empirical study shows that demographic variables used in most credit scoring models have little explanatory ability with regard to a cardholder’s credit usage and repayment behavior. A cardholder’s credit history provides the most important information in credit scoring. We demonstrate that the proposed model can result in a 92.5% accurate prediction and the lowest Type I error.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, the proposed approach is developed by combining a Bayesian behavior scoring model and a CART-based credit scoring model. An empirical study of a credit card and its results are presented in Section 3. Conclusions are offered in Section 4.

2. A combined approach

2.1. Bayesian behavior scoring model

Let $y_{ij}$ denote the credit rating of the $i$th cardholder assigned by credit analysts in a bank. $y_{ij}$ equals one if the $i$th credit card holder was evaluated as creditworthy during $j$th time period, $y_{ij}$ equals zero if the $i$th credit card holder was evaluated as not creditworthy during $j$th time period. Let $z_{ij}$ be the quality score of the $i$th cardholder during the time period $j$. A cardholder’s quality ($z_{ij}$) is a continuous latent variable that summarizes this cardholder’s credit usage and repayment behavior and is assumed to associate with a stochastic component $\xi_i$ and the vector of independent variables $X_{ij}$. Let $X_{ij} = (X_{ij1}, X_{ij2}, ..., X_{ijq})$ be a vector of variables used to measure the “quality” of the $i$th cardholder during the $j$th time period. The behavior scoring model can be written as follows:

$$
\begin{align*}
   y_{ij} &= \begin{cases} 
   1 & z_{ij} \geq 0 \\
   0 & \text{otherwise} 
   \end{cases} \\
   z_{ij} &= X_{ij1} + e_{ij} \quad e_{ij} \sim N(0, \sigma^2), \forall i = 1, 2, \ldots; \forall j = 1, 2, \ldots, T 
\end{align*}
$$

(1)

Eq. (1) is a latent variable model with binary responses. We use Eq. (1) to describe a cardholder’s quality ($z_{ij}$) and its relationship to the corresponding discrete binary outcome variable ($y_{ij}$). Threshold value is set at zero and $\sigma^2$ is set to one to overcome the location and scale identification problems respectively. The latent variable model has been an important tool in the social sciences literature [1]. The binary observations are often assumed to be driven by unobservable behavior mechanisms that are associated with a set of explanatory variables. For example, Bartholomew [2] uses the latent variable to obtain insights into the structure of the responses in the Workplace Industrial Relations Survey. Hand and Crowder [10] proposed a latent variable model which measures the underlying quality of a customer from a retail bank’s perspective. Economists also use latent variable models to study labor force participation, the choice of occupation, consumer choice among alternatives, etc. [9].

Both the literature and industry practice suggest that inter-payment time and repayment ability are good indicators to determine a customer’s value [14,15]. Therefore, we assume that the vector $X_{ij}$ in Eq. (1) consists of two independent variables ($x_{ij1}, x_{ij2}$), in which $x_{ij1}$ represents repayment ability and $x_{ij2}$ represents the inter-payment time of the $i$th customer at time period $j$. A customer has a higher chance of being in default if a long inter-payment time is observed or a low percentage of credit debts is paid. A customer is defined as being in default if the minimum payment is not met after passing the due date for a certain period of time (e.g., 120 days, depending on bank rules).

A customer’s repayment ability can also be evaluated by computing the ratio between the payment and the entire outstanding balance. This ratio also represents the customer’s liquidity. A consumer who can pay most of his balance is considered to have good liquidity. Depending on banks’ particular rules, the payment made by a customer can be allocated into either principal or interest. Each bank also has its own method (i.e., average daily balance method) to compute the incurred interest.

Let $w_{ij}$ be the $i$th customer’s payments to the principal, while $p_{ij}$ is the $i$th customer’s total principal, $Q_{ij}$ is the $i$th customer’s payments to the interest incurred from the loan, and $s_{ij}$ is the $i$th customer’s total interest incurred from the loan during the time period $j$. A metric for evaluating the $i$th customer’s repayment ability is developed as follows:

$$
x_{ij} = \rho \left( \frac{w_{ij}}{p_{ij}} + (1 - \rho) \frac{Q_{ij}}{s_{ij}} \right) 
$$

(2)

In Eq. (2), the first term $(w_{ij}/p_{ij})$ represents a customer’s principal repayment ability, and the second term $(Q_{ij}/s_{ij})$ is used to measure a customer’s interest repayment ability. $\rho$ represents the weight given to the importance of repayment ability. For example, if the $i$th customer is a convenience user who uses a credit card as a convenient payment device and pays off the outstanding balance every period, the transaction fees collected from merchants are the only contribution he brings to the bank. Then, by Eq. (2), his payment ability at this period will be 0.5. However, those customers who use credit and have incurred interest over time and repay most of their credit debts, can contribute the most to the bank and are considered to have good repayment ability. In our research, we assume that principal repayment ability and interest repayment ability are equally important.

The Gibbs sampler and data augmentation [8,11,20,22] were used to estimate the customer quality model. Let $Z_i = (z_{i1}, z_{i2}, ..., z_{iT})$ and $X_i = (X_{i1}, X_{i2}, ..., X_{iT})$. Given conjugate priors

$$
\beta_i \sim N(\beta, V_\beta), \\
\tilde{\beta} \sim N(y_{ij}, A_0), \\
V_\beta \sim IW(f_0, G_0),
$$

posterior estimates of parameters can be obtained by generating draws from the following full conditional distributions.

$$
\begin{align*}
[z_{ij}] &\sim \prod_i y_{ij} [z_{ij}] [X_{ij}] [\beta_i] \sim \text{TruncatedNormal}(X_{ij} \beta_i, 1) \\
[\beta_i] &\sim [Z_i X_i] [\beta_i] [\tilde{\beta}, V_\beta] \\
&\sim N((X_i X_i + V_\beta^{-1})^{-1} (X_i Z_i + V_\beta^{-1} \beta_i), (X_i X_i + V_\beta^{-1})^{-1})
\end{align*}
$$
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